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Abstract. This paper presents RESYN/CBR, a case-based planner ded-
icated to organic chemistry synthesis, from the viewpoint of its adap-
tation process.
1 INTRODUCTION
Case-based reasoning [10] is a problem-solving paradigm based on
the use of a case base where a case is a pair (problem, solution) and, in
particular, a source case is a case from the case base. Given a problem
to solve –the target problem– a case-based reasoning system first
searches a source case similar to the target problem (retrieval task)
and then adapt this retrieved case in order to solve the target problem
(adaptation task). This paper describes RESYN/CBR, an application
of case-based planning to organic synthesis, from the viewpoint of
case adaptation. Section 2 presents an overview of RESYN/CBR and
its application domain. Section 3 describes the retrieval process. The
adaptation process is described in section 4. It consists in matching
the retrieved case to the target problem and reusing this retrieved case
in order to propose a solution to the target problem. The discussion
of section 5 concludes the paper. In the appendix (section 6) the
RESYN/CBR approach is compared to other approaches.
2 OVERVIEW OF SYNTHESIS PLANNING
This section presents the domain of computer-assisted synthesis in
organic chemistry and an application of case-based planning in this
domain.
2.1 Computer-Assisted Synthesis in Organic
Chemistry
One of the main objectives of organic synthesis in chemistry is to build
up molecules called target molecules, from simpler molecules called
starting materials [5]. The way a molecule   is built is described by
a synthesis plan for   denoted by    .
Below, we introduce a few basic notions of organic synthesis plan-
ning. A molecule can be seen as a non-directed graph whose vertices
represent atoms and edges represent bonds. Given two molecules  1
and  2,  1 	  2 (or  2 
  1) denotes a chemical transform and
means that  1 can be reduced to  2 as in problem reduction.  1 is
called the data and  2 the result of the transform. A synthesis plan

  is an ordered set of transforms such that  is the data of the first
transform.  is called the head of the plan. In figure 1,  1 is the head
and  4 is the starting material (the last result of the plan).
The goal of computer-assisted synthesis (CAS) is to assist a chemist
elaboratinga synthesisplan for a chosen target molecule   . RESYN [18]
is a CAS system and is the basis of RESYN/CBR, a case-based planner
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Figure 1. A synthesis plan

 1  borrowed from [5]. M1, M2, M3 and M4
represent molecules. Br, O and N are atom symbols respectively denoting
bromines, oxygens and nitrogens. The non-labelled vertices of the graphs rep-
resent carbons. The bonds are simple, double or triple and they are represented
by simple, double and triple lines.
whose goal is to suggest a synthesis plan    for   . In RESYN, atoms
and bonds are organised in a frame inheritance hierarchy. The co-
subsumption relation is used to compare two molecules according to
their composition [13]. It can be defined as follows:  co-subsumes
  (denoted    or    ) if there exists a subgraph isomorphism
from  to   respecting the atom and bond types: the atom and bond
types in  are more general, according to the frame inheritance hi-
erarchy, than the atom and bond types in   .  is a partial ordering
that can be interpreted as a “more general than” relation: if    ,
M is said more general than m and m is said more specific than M.
Co-subsumption is illustrated by figure 2.
C  O
m

O
A
M
Figure 2. A co-subsumption relation between two molecules M and m. The
bold substructure in m corresponds to M. The atom labelled as A in M is more
general than the corresponding carbon atom in m (A denotes the generic atom
and stands for any atom symbol).
2.2 General Description of RESYN/CBR
RESYN/CBR is a case-based planner dedicated to organic synthesis: a
target problem is a target molecule, a case is a synthesis plan and,
in particular, a source case is a real-world working plan. Actually, a
case is a pair (planning problem, plan), but for notation simplicity we
will make it similar to a plan. In [11], RESYN/CBR is described more
completely with a stress on the retrieval process.
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The case-based inference in RESYN/CBR can be considered as a
sequence of three formal steps:
(1) Retrieval finds a source case    similar to the target problem   ;
ﬁﬀﬂﬃﬁ !ﬂ" :  $#%

 


.
(2) Matching relates   and      . The object &    ('   resulting from
matching is called similarity path;
 !)ﬀ*,+-ﬃ,.ﬂ/ : 0

 


'
 12#%
&

 
('
 
.
(3) Reuse builds a solution    to the target problem   ; for that
purpose, it uses the retrieved case      and the similarity path
&

 
3'
  ; ﬁ4-5) : 0

 


'
 
'
&

 
('
 617#%

 
.
Steps (1) and (2) are implemented in a single procedure briefly pre-
sented in the next section. Step (2) is described with more details in
section 4 which presents also step (3).
3 RETRIEVAL AND MATCHING
In this section the procedure performing retrieval and matching tasks
is briefly explained. Let   be the target problem and      be a
source case (i.e. a synthesis plan for the molecule    ). There are
usually several possible similarity paths &    3'   relating    and   .
Let * 85,ﬀ 09&    ('  61 be a numeric value associated with a similarity
path &    ('   ( *ﬁ85)ﬀ 09&    3'  61;: 0). The function * 8ﬂ5)ﬀ is used to
give preference to a similarity path over other similarity paths. Let <
be the distance defined by:
<0
 
('
 =1

min > *ﬁ85)ﬀ 09&    ('  61@? (1)
where &    ('  A is a similarity path between    and   . This distance
can be likened to an edit distance [4]. The retrieval aims at finding
the plan      such that    is the closest to   according to this
distance and the matching aims at finding the similarity path &    2'  A
that corresponds to the minimal cost. Computing <=0   3'  1 requires
finding the similarity path &    3'   of lowest cost. Therefore, when the
source case

 

 closest to   is found, no more computational effort
has to be spent for matching    and   . Thus retrieval and matching
are not separated in RESYN/CBR.
In practice, the procedureof retrieval and matching takes advantage
of an indexing of the source cases and of a hierarchical organisation
of indexes. This procedure is based on the classification processes
described in [11] and is quite close to the retrieval process of MRL [8,
9].
4 ADAPTATION
In a case-based reasoning system, adaptation is usually a complex
task. In RESYN/CBR, this complex task is split in simple tasks by the
matching function and these simple tasks are executed by the reuse
function.
4.1 Matching
Matching the retrieved case      and the target problem   consists
in finding a similarity path &    ('   between    and   . A similarity
path &    ('   is a sequence of relations:
 

B 

1
DCECEC-B 
F

 G

H
CICJC


 
1


  (2)
The cost of a similarity path is established by a chemist and depends
on empirical chemical data. The cost function is assumed to be addi-
tive: * 85)ﬀ 09&    3'  61

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0
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A similarity path is found thanks to a set of rewriting rules (actually
graph rewriting rules [6]). Two types of rules are used: generalisation
rules and transform rules. A generalisation rule P is a rewriting rule
such that if QSR %UT QWV then Q  QDV . A transform rule X is a
rewriting rule such that if QYR %UZ Q V then the transform Q
	
Q V
exists.
The matching task uses an A* search [15]. In this search:
[ A state is a pair 5

0
 

DCECEC-\ 

F
'
 
G


CECEC


 1 ;
[ The initial state is 0   3'  1 .
[ A final state is a state 5 ]

0
 

DCECEC-B 

F
'
 
G


CECEC


 1
such that    F    G . When a final state 5ﬁ] is reached, a similarity
path &    ('   constituted by the relations of 5 ] and the relation
 

F

 
G can be built (cf. equation (2)).
[ In order to find the successors of a state 5 , the system computes ^`_
generalisations    F,a 1 of    F and ^	b transforms   G
	
 
G
a
1
, us-
ing as far as possible a set of available generalisation and transform
rules. Thus, ^ _ new states of the form
0
 

cCECECde 

F
f 

F,a
1 '  
G


CECIC

H
 1 and ^	b new
states of the form 0    DCECIC=B   F '   G a 1


 
G


CECEC


 1
are generated.
[ The evaluation function is defined for a state 5 by:
g
0
5ﬁ1

* 85)ﬀ
0
 

DCECIC=B 
F
1	KL* 8ﬂ5)ﬀ
0
 -G


CECJC


 1
KLhﬁi
0
 
F'
 -G)1 (3)
where h i 0    F '   G 1 is an estimation of the distance between    F
and   G .
This approach to matching is similar to the use of string matching
described in [16] that is also based on an edit distance, and to structural
similarity guidance presented in [3] which also uses rules to perform
matching.
4.2 Reuse
Figure 3 shows a reuse process. The first column represents the
retrieved synthesis plan      . This plan is transformed into the plan

 =jﬁ (second column).   jﬁ is then transformed into the plan   kE
(third column). Finally,   kE is transformed into the desired plan

 A which solves the target problem   (last column). This adaptation
process in three steps is controlled by the similarity path &    ('   . In
this example, the similarity path &    ('   is represented at the first
line of the figure and is constituted by the three relations    W =j ,
 =j

 	k and  k


 
. The transformation of      into   jﬁ
is based on the relation    e j and is performed by a function
called  -function.    l j means that  j is more general than
 
 ; thus the  -function executes a generalisation of the plan      .
Conversely, the transformation of   jﬁ into   kE is performed by
the  -function that executes a specialisation. The transformation of

 	kE into    is based on the relation  k


  which means that
the transform  

 k exists. Actually,    is constituted by the
transform  
	
 k and the transforms of   kE . Therefore the


-
function performs an extension.
More generally, the reuse process is performed by a sequence
of applications of m -functions ( mnN>  '  '


? ) controlled thanks
to the similarity path. The m -functions are always computed in finite
time. Hence, when a retrieved case      and a similarity path &    o'  
have been found,      is necessarily reusable for the target problem
 
.
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented the adaptation process of RESYN/CBR,
a case-based planner dedicated to organic synthesis. The adaptation
process is performed in two steps: matching and reuse. Matching
aims at relating the retrieved case and the target problem by a sim-
ilarity path, i.e. a chain of relations between the retrieved case and
the target problem (actually, matching is performed during retrieval).
The knowledge used for matching is given by a set of generali-
sation and transform rules. Reuse is guided by the similarity path
&

 
('
 A : for each relation of &    ('   , an m -function computes a step
of reuse. Therefore the reuse knowledge is given by the m -functions for
mqnr>

'

'

H
?
. Thus the reuse process is a sequence of generalisa-
tions, specialisations and extensions. The m -functions of RESYN/CBR
correspond to the specialists of the multi-agent system Déjà Vu [17].
The main characteristic of the application domain of RESYN/CBR
is that the problems involved are structures (i.e. graphs). This is why
matching has a very important role in this system. The principle of
matching in RESYN/CBR is based on the following idea: it is generally
difficult to reuse directly the retrieved case to solve the target problem;
thus, provided intermediate problems between the retrieved case and
the target problem, the reuse task is reduced to the application of
several “simple” reuse tasks. Therefore the approach to adaptation
presented in this paper couldbe used in domains in which intermediate
problems between the retrieved case and the target problem can be
built in order to split the adaptation tasks into simple tasks.
6 APPENDIX
In this section we briefly compare the RESYN/CBR approach with other
approaches presented at the workshop.
6.1 Abstractions and Generalisations
RESYN/CBR in its current implementation does not use abstractions
but generalisations. These two terms are often considered as syn-
onyms in the case-based reasoning community, but some authors
make a difference. In particular, Ralph Bergmann in [1] defines ab-
straction as a reduction of the level of details in the description (which
can entail change in the representation space, see also [2]), and gener-
alisation as a transform along a set superset dimension. In RESYN/CBR,
if s   , then  is more general than   since the set of molecules
containing the substructure  is a superset of the set of molecules
containing the substructure   .
Among the perspectives of this work, there is the use of abstrac-
tion in RESYN/CBR. The abstraction envisaged is the one defined by
Philippe Vismara in his thesis [18]: roughly said, a molecular graph
is represented by another graph — called the block representation
— which vertices correspond to the cycles and chains of the initial
graph. We try to use this abstract representation of molecules (also
called a point of view on molecules) in order to take into account the
decomposition of the reasoning into a strategical level (with the block
representation) and a tactical one (with the molecular representation
used above). This can be likened to the use of strategies and special-
ists in Déjà Vu and to the use of several levels of description (and
thus several levels of abstraction) presented in [12].
6.2 Structure Adaptation
In TOPO [20], maximum common subgraphs are computed in order
to match the source case and the target problem. It is possible to
define a set of rewriting rules that enables to compute the maximum
common subgraphs thanks to the matching method presented in this
paper (take for instance the generalisation rules t h,uvh X h - w h m,X hJx and
t
h,uvh
X
h
-
h
tﬂP
h applied on the target, see [4]). By contrast, when two
graphs are matched thanks to a set of rewriting rules, it does not im-
ply that this matching can be computed with maximum common sub-
graph calculation. Thus the RESYN/CBR approach is more general than
the TOPO’s one. Conversely, the RESYN/CBR’s matching is probably
more time consuming than the TOPO’s one. In other words, TOPO
and RESYN/CBR matchings correspond to different compromises be-
tween efficiency and expressiveness (the former is more efficient and
the latter is more expressive). Another difference between the two
approaches is that RESYN/CBR must have some domain-dependent
knowledge about similarity, whereas TOPO does not need such a
knowledge.
In [12], an adaptation process is seen as a sequence of substitutions
on cases at different levels of description, where a case is a list
of ITEMS. This description can be mapped on the reuse process
described in figure 3 in the following way:
[ A case is a list of ITEMS where an ITEM is a molecule.
[

 

 is modified into   jﬁ by substitutions of ITEMS of     
(substitutions by deletion of atoms and bonds and by substitution
of an atom of type O by an atom of type A).
[

 jﬁ is modified into   kE by substitutions of ITEMS of   kE
(substitutions by adding atoms and bonds, and atom type substitu-
tion).
[ The modification of   kE into   A can be seen as the substitution
of  k by 0  
	
 	k,1 in   kE .
Thus, the framework of adaptation presented in [12] can take into ac-
count the reuse process of RESYN/CBR. However, the question that re-
mains to be answered is how the different substitution operations can
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be chosen. In other words: how can the equivalent of the RESYN/CBR
matching process be done?
6.3 Case Structure
In RESYN/CBR, as in Déjà Vu and PARIS [2], a case is a pair (planning
problem, plan). A planning problem is represented by a molecular
graph. In fact, this molecule represents only the initial state of the
plan: the goal statement –simplifying the target molecule– is the same
for all the planning problems of RESYN/CBR. A (temporal) plan is a
partially ordered set of transforms  1 	  2 (only totally ordered
plans are presented in this paper).
A subplan of a given plan is itself a plan: if y 1 	 y 2 	
y 3 	 y 4 is a plan, then y 2  y 3 	 y 4 is also a plan.
In RESYN/CBR the cases and the knowledge is represented in
the frame-based system Y3 [7]. As for the EADOCS [14] and IN-
RECA [21] systems, this object-basedrepresentationhas an important
role in the case-based inference. Indeed, some of the generalisation
rules (as the one presented in the example) use directly the frame
inheritance hierarchy.
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